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SINGING CHAN MALI CHAN
LEARNING INTENTIONS
Students will learn to listen and imitate with accuracy by singing the song in Malaysian
(ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088).
Students will maintain the mood of the song (ACAMUM081 / 085 / 089).
Students will develop understanding of the cultural context of the song (ACAMUR083 / 087
/ 091).
CULTURAL BACKGROUND
Chan Mali Chan is a widely known folk song attributed to both Malaysia and Singapore. It is a
cheeky, flirtatious love song, which has gained standing as one of the traditional “national”
songs of both countries. The lyrics are in Malaysian and we are learning only the first verse
and chorus in both Malaysian and English. The following explanation may be of help in
explaining why a love song is being sung to both a goat and a human (translations of
Malaysian words in brackets are my own via Google):
The verses of Chan Mali Chan are structurally a four part rhythmic pantun (a type of poem). The
first two lines are called the pambayang (a hint) and the last two lines of each pantun is the
message that the poet really wants to get at. The pambayang lines of the song Chan Mali Chan
refer to anak kambing (kid, baby goat) because the lamb is symbolic for its mischievousness and
friskiness.
Ketipung payung in the chorus… of the song is a term of endearment. In the Malay culture
metaphors such as ketipung (no translation available), payung (umbrella), intan (diamond) and
bunga tanjung (flowers cape) are used as references to someone lovely and precious.
Blogger known as Magic. (2007, February 5). Di mana di buah hati saya? [Blog post].
Retrieved from https://whereinsoever.wordpress.com/2007/02/05/di-mana-dia-buah-hatisaya/
PLAYING WITH THE SONG
Chan Mali Chan is not a song traditionally sung as part of a game, but the spirit of the song is
playful and it lends itself well to learning through play.
A Passing Game
Circle formation, seated. Children pass a smooth stone around the circle, passing on the
beat if they are able, while the teacher sings the song. See below for melody with lyrics
written as they sound (not as they are spelled in Malaysian). Notes on pronunciation: ‘k’ at
the end of a word is glottal stopped, roll the letter ‘r’, and ‘u’ is pronounced as in ‘cup’.
At the end of each repetition of the song, whichever child has the stone is sent to play an
instrument while the game continues. These could be non-melodic percussion such as
drums, maracas etc or melodic percussion using G and D as a bordun like so:
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The game ends when all students are playing an instrument.
Now that the students are familiar with the sound of the words and the melody of the song,
teach the song using your favorite method. Younger students may be able learn only the
repeated phrase of the chorus, or possibly the whole chorus; older students will be able to
manage the whole song. You know your students best, so although our goal is to learn all
the words you will know when they have done enough.
There are two important points here; one is that they maintain the mood of the song. A
discussion of the meaning of the song may be appropriate at this point in order to
encourage a playful and cheeky mood. The other is that pronunciation is accurate to the
Malaysian original, so the process of learning the song may take some extra time and the
students will need to listen and echo or copy very carefully.
Assessment Opportunity
Students will learn to listen and imitate with accuracy by singing the song in Malaysian
(ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088) and;
Students will maintain the mood of the song (ACAMUM081 / 085 / 089).
EXPRESSING THE SONG THROUGH MOVEMENT
Now that the students know the song in Malaysian, they can be introduced to the English
translation of the verse as well (please refer to the vocal score pdf). This may be the point
when an explanation of the lyrics is needed in order for students to understand some of the
cultural background of the song, its use of metaphor, and its poetic form.
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Younger students
Teach the following folk style dance (over one repetition of the verse and chorus, 16 bars):
Students in two lines, facing a partner.
One line is line A, the other is line B.
Line A 4 steps in, 4 steps out (2 bars)
Line B 4 steps in, 4 steps out (2 bars)
Line A 4 steps in, 4 steps out (2 bars)
Line B 4 steps in, 4 steps out (2 bars)
Line A and B high five each other on each “Chan mali chan” (three bars)
Both lines turn in place (I bar)
Line A and B high five each other on each “Chan mali chan” (three bars)
Both lines turn in place (I bar)
Middle primary students
Make the above folk style dance progressive by nominating which line will stay in place and
which will move. Use the last bar of the song for one line to move to the next partner. The
student at the end of the line will run to the head of the line.
Once the dance is accomplished, invite students to suggest replacement movements, one at
a time, for each part of the dance eg replace the high five with something else, then replace
the turns etc until the whole dance is of the students’ own devising. Ask the students to
consider the meaning of the song and the mood in their suggestions so as to maintain a style
of dance which is in keeping with the song.
Upper primary students
If your students are not confident in folk dance, begin at the same place as for younger
students, but work through the stages more quickly.
If your students are familiar and comfortable with folk dancing you may wish to start from
the progressive step as outlined under Middle primary above, or even further along the
process with students choreographing as a group. Ask them to always consider the meaning
and mood of the song.
Once they have a firm understanding of the phrasing of the song, split the students into
groups of four to choreograph their own dance that expresses what this song is all about. It
should be playful and cheeky but still classroom-appropriate.
Assessment Opportunity
Students will maintain the mood of the song (ACAMUM081 / 085 / 089) and;
Students will develop understanding of the cultural context of the song (ACAMUR083 / 087
/ 091).
CULMINATION: SINGING AND DANCING WITH THE TSO
Now that your students can sing the song in both Malaysian and English and can also dance
to it, it is time to introduce the full recording for them to sing and dance along with.
Students can patschen on their knees during the instrumental breaks or imitate your
movements, whichever is most appropriate for your students. See the Vocal Score pdf for
an outline of the form of the full orchestral arrangement.
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PLAYING WITH RHYTHM
LEARNING INTENTIONS
Students will learn to identify and use rhythmic elements from the arrangement of Chan Mali
Chan (ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088)
PLAYING THE SONG
Teach the following arrangement of the song, which has been arranged with middle to upper
primary students in mind. A simplified version follows on later for younger students. Choose
whichever you prefer. It is important that all students learn to play all the parts so that they
are experiencing using this key rhythm in the context of the arrangement:

They have experienced it using voice if you have already taught the song. The melody is
presented in this arrangement as a vocal part, but advanced students might be able to play it
on their instruments. It would work well on recorder or any other instrument with
appropriate range. You could even transpose it for whatever instrumentalists you have
available.
Once the students can play the arrangement, have the bass line players continue repeating
the bass part while you play a rhythm by clicking your mallets together for the others to
echo. Make sure you include these rhythms:

These will be what the students are listening for later on in the TSO recording. Finish off
with a repetition of the full arrangement.
Assessment Opportunity
Students will learn to use rhythmic elements from the arrangement of Chan Mali Chan
(ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088).
Extensions




Students could transfer the rhythms to the bars of their instruments (play them
melodically) using G, A, B, D and E while echoing you.
Students could “play something different” back to you instead of echoing.
Students could improvise over the bass line with the stipulation that they must use
the two rhythms shown above (on any of the allowed pitches).
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For younger students:
The following arrangement has a simplified bass part for younger students. You may wish to
use only the BX and AX parts or modify in other ways as needed. During the improvisation
section you could play the chords on a ukulele or guitar or piano while vocalizing rhythms
for the children to echo.
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CULMINATION: IDENTIFYING RHYTHMS IN THE TSO ARRANGEMENT
Before playing the arrangement, ask the students to listen for this rhythm:
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Once everyone has identified it, ask them to count how many times they hear it and restart
the recording. Ask them to identify whether it is always the same and listen again. Discuss
their findings.
Repeat this process for this rhythm:

The students may have noticed other interesting features of the arrangement as well, so be
sure to discuss those.
Assessment Opportunity
Students will learn to identify rhythmic elements from the arrangement of Chan Mali Chan
(ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088).
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
LEARNING INTENTION
Students will use question and answer as a compositional device in a similar way to the
composer (ACAMUM082 / 086 / 090).
EXPLORING THE POSSIBILITIES
Although neither the original song nor the TSO arrangement are, strictly speaking, in a
formal Question and Answer form, elements of this are used, particularly in the verses. The
poetic form of the verses is set up as a series of questions and answers.

Finding the phrases
Using an accompanying instrument of you choice, play a simple chordal accompaniment for
the song while you and the children (if they know the song) sing in either Malaysian or
English. Ask them to identify how many phrases they hear (young or inexperienced students
will need help to identify what a phrase is and to hear where they fall in the song). In each
verse there are four phrases; two “questions” and their corresponding “answers”. This form
is most evident when sung in English (unless your students are Malaysian). However, the
musical form differs from the poetic form in that the “answers” seem to form the second
half of each phrase. Ask the students to clap the rhythms of the second halves of the phrases
and patschen during the first halves to emphasize this form:
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In the chorus the students may identify either two or four phrases, but because this is not
the section they will be experimenting with, it really doesn’t matter.
Using instruments to explore the possibilities










Using xylophones, marimbas, boomwhackers or metallophones set up in G doh
pentatonic (G A B D E), ask students to play the rhythms of the “answers” on one
note of their choosing, while you accompany them and sing the “questions”. All
students are playing at once.
During the choruses children could sing or play the following:

Gradually build up the number of notes students are allowed to use in their
“answers”, but don’t vary the rhythm yet.
Once the students are confident with using the given rhythms, ask them to “answer”
the question with something different to finish the phrase. All students are still
playing at once.
Divide the class into two groups, which take turns to finish the phrases with their
“answers”. After each time, evaluate how the class is performing and take a moment
to address any problems with some helpful tips for a “good answer” eg use rests,
make up an interesting rhythm, feel the pulse, try using repeated notes, try using
notes which are next to one another and so on.
Gradually increase the number of groups until students are playing their answers
individually.

Assessment Opportunity
Students will use question and answer form as a compositional device in a similar way to the
composer (ACAMUM082 / 085 / 090).
LISTENING: THEY DID WHAT WE DID!





Ask the students to listen for questions and answers in the music. Play the
recording.
When students have recognized this compositional device at work, stop the
recording and ask a different question: Did the composer use question and answer
in exactly the same way as us, a similar way or a totally different way? Play the
recording again and then discuss.
Leave time for students to share any other relevant observations they have about
the orchestration or arrangement.

EXTENSION: PLAYING WITH COUNTER-MELODIES
LEARNING INTENTION
Students will use counter-melody as a compositional device in a similar way to the composer
(ACAMUM082 / 086 / 090).
WHAT IS A COUNTER-MELODY?
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In music, a counter-melody is a sequence of notes, perceived as a melody, written to be
played simultaneously with a more prominent lead melody. Ask the students to listen for a
part of the recording when they can hear more than one tune at the same time, then play
the recording. This occurs in bar 25 of the arrangement, where a countermelody can be
heard over the verse.






Using the same instruments as the previous activity, ask the students to improvise
their own melody over the verse chord progression, playing the chorus as they did
in the previous activity.
Make suggestions to encourage musical exploration each time eg use rests, make up
an interesting rhythm, feel the pulse, try using repeated notes, try using notes which
are next to one another and so on.
Divide the class into two groups, which take turns to provide the counter-melody
while the other half sing or play the melody.
Gradually increase the number of groups until students are playing their countermelodies individually.
Discuss with the class what they though made a good counter-melody. Compare
this with what they heard in the recording.

Assessment Opportunity
Students will use counter-melody as a compositional device in a similar way to the composer
(ACAMUM082 / 086 / 090).
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ADVENTURES IN ARTICULATION
LEARNING INTENTION
Students will identify and use expressive articulations, specifically staccato and legato
(ACAMUM081 / 085 / 089).
LEARNING THE DIFFERENCES THROUGH MOVEMENT
Students facing teacher, standing. While the recording plays, have the children
simultaneously imitate your movements to demonstrate the difference between
short/staccato and smooth/legato movements. Here are some suggested movements you
might try to get you started:
 Four beats of tip-toe, four beats of sliding (locomotor).
 Four beats of pointing in random directions, four beats of waving hands gently
(stationary).
 Four beats of hopping, four beats of sliding (locomotor).
 Four beats of tapping fingers on thigh/arm, four beats of sliding hand along thigh/arm
(stationary).
Repeat these or improvise new movement combinations as needed to complete the verse
and chorus, following the articulations in the arrangement.
Discuss the different articulations and give them the names “staccato” and “legato”.
Students in pairs, facing one another. One student is the leader, the other follows.
While the recording plays, the leader uses movement ideas from the previous activity or
makes up their own ideas for staccato movements when they hear staccato sounds. The
follower responds with legato movements when they hear legato sounds. Older or more
advanced students should try to make their legato movements a modification of the staccato
movement offered by the leader. Pairs swap roles and perform again.
Have half the class watch while the other half share their movements, then swap and have
the other half share.
Assessment Opportunity
Students will identify expressive articulations, specifically staccato and legato (ACAMUM081
/ 085 / 089).
USING ARTICULATION EXPRESSIVELY
Ask the students to identify which sounds at their disposal in the classroom are staccato.
Display these ideas in some way for students to see eg on the board. Then ask them to
identify legato sounds and display these. Legato sounds will be harder to find in most
classrooms, so encourage students to think creatively.
Using the suggestions of the students, guide the class in creating a new accompaniment to
the song using staccato and legato sounds in a similar way to the composer. The
arrangement below is a suggestion only. You could use it as a starting point if your students
are stuck for ideas. It has been kept very simple in order to leave room for students’ ideas
to be added and tried out. The older your students are, the more complex the finished
product is likely to become.
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Ask your students to suggest alternative sounds and rhythms within the established staccato
and legato pattern and try out their suggestions while a group or the teacher sing the song.
Depending on the age of the students, they may wish to add more parts or add more
complex rhythms and more advanced instrumentation. There is scope here for a great deal
of differentiation.
Older students could then be put into small groups to compose an accompaniment for the
song themselves, following the established staccato and legato pattern. These can be notated
using whatever type of notation the children can follow and then be shared with the class or
even more widely.
Assessment Opportunity
Students will use expressive articulations, specifically staccato and legato, in a creative task.
(ACAMUM081 / 085 / 089).
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ASSESSMENT
Successful completion of any of the activities in this pack will offer evidence against one or
more of these outcomes, at the appropriate level for your students:
AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL CURRICULUM FOR MUSIC, Version 8.1
(sourced 25/01/2017)
F-2

3-4

5-6

ACAMUM080

ACAMUM084

ACAMUM088

Develop aural skills by
exploring
and
imitating
sounds, pitch and rhythm
patterns
using
voice,
movement
and
body
percussion

Develop aural skills by
exploring,
imitating
and
recognising elements of
music including dynamics,
pitch and rhythm patterns

Explore
dynamics
and
expression, using aural skills
to identify and perform
rhythm and pitch patterns

ACAMUM081

ACAMUM085

ACAMUM089

Sing and play instruments to
improvise and practise a
repertoire of chants, songs
and rhymes, including songs
used by cultural groups in
the community

Practise
singing,
playing
instruments and improvising
music, using elements of
music, including rhythm,
pitch, dynamics and form in a
range of pieces, including
music from the local
community

Develop
technical
and
expressive skills in singing,
playing instruments with
understanding of rhythms,
pitch and form in a range of
pieces, including music from
the local community

ACAMUM082

ACAMUM086

ACAMUM090

Create compositions and Create, perform and record
perform
music
to compositions by selecting
communicate ideas to an and
organising
sounds,
audience
silences, tempo and volume

Rehearse and perform music
including music they have
composed by improvising,
sourcing and arranging ideas
and making decisions to
engage an audience

ACAMUR083

ACAMUR087

ACAMUR091

Respond to music and
consider where and why
people make music, starting
with
Australian
music,
including music of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
peoples.

Identify intended purposes
and meanings as they listen
to music, using the elements
of
music
to
make
comparisons, starting with
Australian music, including
music of Aboriginal and
Torres
Strait
Islander
peoples.

Explain how elements of
music communicate meaning
by comparing music from
different social, cultural and
historical contexts, including
music of Aboriginal and
Torres
Strait
Islander
peoples.
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